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Contact Numbers

Wissam (Convenor) +46 76 708 0880

Gabriel (Emergency Contact) +46 70 450 7041

Matti (Volunteers Director) +46 76 645 5025

Benjamin (Super Deputy Volunteer Director)  +46763453039

Jonas  +46763415288

Kalle +46 70 873 8690

Reuben  +46 70 221 4105

Semi-Useful Swedish Phrases
(Everybody speaks English anyway)

Tack! - Thanks!

Hej - Hello!

Hej då - Goodbye! (note: å is pronounced as o)

Hur mår du? - How are you?

Vad kostar det? - How much is that?

Och bilen går bra? - Is your car running smoothly? (to start 
conversations)

Dags att tänka på refrängen - Time to think about the chorus (to 
end it) (note: ä is pronounced as e)

Arriving in Scandinavia

Elite Hotel Ideon

Schedule

Must see places

Food, Drinks, Socials and 
Finances

Internet

Getting Around
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Topics in the survival guide



Arriving in Scandinavia

If by plane via Copenhagen Kastrup Airport (CPH) or at Malmö Sturup Airport 
(MMX); both airports are less than an hour’s travel to the Lund Central Station 
(Lund C) where you should get off.

From CPH to Lund C

Trains going to Lund leave CPH airport every 20 
minutes. You must buy your ticket before getting 
on the train. There will be Skånetrafiken machines 
where you can do this but you will need a debit/
credit card with a chip to make this purchase. If 
your card does not have a chip, you will have buy 
from the ticketing booth which might be slightly 
more expensive. You will find the machines a few meters past the exit door of 
the baggage claim area (pictured below). The Swedish machine is just around 
that area (by the escalators leading to the train station platform), which offers 
the same ticket to Lund but with a cheaper rate (135 SEK, 15.20 EUR +/-). Take 
a train that takes you to the direction of Malmö C and Lund C should be the 
stop after that. See www.skanetrafiken.se for details and timetables.

Note: You MUST keep your ticket as you will use it to take the bus to the hotel 
from Lund C! View this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJQYNsIuJ-c

From MMX to Lund C or Elite Hotel Ideon 

Take a Flygbussarna airport coach. You can buy the ticket in advance (through 
http://www.flygbussarna.se/) and present the printed ticket. The ticket costs 
99 SEK per way (11.15 EUR +/-) if bought ahead of time and 108 sek if bought 
from the machines by the bus stop, and would be best if you also buy your 
return ticket in advance as well. The trip takes about 40 minutes and the 
frequency of the buses depend on the time of the day (1145, 1245, 1340, 1405, 
1440, 1530, 1605.

This Bus makes a stop at Elite Hotel Ideon but let the driver know that you will 
be going down at Ideon Gammahuset and you should see some people with 
the Lund Debate Society Shirts to welcome you there. 

View of the Central Station building from the outside

Arriving in Lund C

If you are coming from CPH, you have to go down at Lund C. It is a quaint 
train station and finding our welcome party is fairly simple. Just take the 
underground passage until you reach platform 1, take a right and the stairs will 
lead you to a lobby and you will see some of our volunteers stationed there.



Aerial shot of the station

Upon meeting the volunteers, they will take you to the bus stop to and 
you will have to take the Line 21 Bus (which leaves in front of Lund C)  
which then takes you to the Lund Ideon stop where there will be people 
waiting for you to take you to the hotel and if not, go to the hotel directly 
yourself. Present your train ticket that you bought in Denmark to the 
driver so you don’t have to pay again. 

NOTE: You cannot purchase tickets by debit/credit card or cash on the 
bus! If you plan on commuting around the city by bus, purchase a Jojo 
card at the Presbyrån or the Skanetrafiken office at the train station.

The minimum amount you can buy to top up your Jojo card is 200 sek.

Elite Hotel Ideon
Hotel check-in time is at 14.00. 
To check in with the hotel as with 
most other hotels, you must give 
your credit card details as a security 
deposit to the hotel reception desk. 
This means the room residents are 
responsible for any room damages 
incurred during your stay. 

If you arrive earlier than 1400, you 
can leave your things at the hotel if 
you plan to explore the city. 

http://www.skanetrafiken.se/upload/Bildbank/Jojo/Jojo_Lars%20Strandberg2011/jojokort_larsstr20130422.jpg



Must See Places

Domkyrkan – the Lund Cathedral (pronounced by the Swedes as dum-sheer-
kan) (the pride and joy of Lund)

Saluhallen - a centuries old (but modernised) food center

Lundagård (University Main Building, Summer Castle of the former Danish 
King, AF Borgen, Kulturen, Viking Runestones)

Café’s
Ebba’s

Sankt Jakob’s Bageri

Restaurants
Klostergatan Vin o Delikatess

M.E.A.T

Mat o Distellat

Grocery stores
ICA (in front Lund C) and beside Ekonomicentrum

Schedule

Pick up arriving participants 0800 1600 Lund C

Registration and Check-in at 
hotel

1400 1600 Elite Hotel Ideon Lobby

Walk to EC1 1630 1700 Elite Hotel Ideon to EC1

Dinner 1700 1745 ICA, Restaurants next door, 
*food not provided

Register with the Tab 1700 1730 EC1

Convening and announcements 1800 1810 Crafoordsalen, EC1

Q&A with CA team 1810 1830 Crafoordsalen, EC1

Draw 1830 1845 Crafoordsalen, EC1

Round 1 1845 2015 EC1

St. Lucia Fika 2015 2030 EC1

6 December 2013, Friday

Breakfast 700 800 Elite Hotel Ideon

Walk to EC1 815 830 Elite Hotel Ideon to EC1

Registration with Tab 830 845 EC1

Convening and Announcements 845 900 Crafoordsalen, EC1

Round 2 900 1100 EC1

Coffee Break 1100 1130

Round 3 1130 1330 EC1

Lunch* 1330 1400 EC1, *food not provided

Round 4 1400 1600 EC1

Fika 1600 1630 EC1

Round 5 1630 1830 EC1

Walking to AF Borgen 1830 1900 EC1 to AF Borgen

Sittning 1900 2300 AF Borgen Källarsalen

Debate 'Club' 2300 200 AF Borgen Källarsalen

Break Announcements 2345 2400 AF Borgen Källarsalen

Walking Party back to Hotel 2400 2420 AF Borgen to Elite Hotel Ideon

7 December 2013, Saturday

Breakfast 700 900 Elite Hotel Ideon

Convening, Matchups 930 1000 Elite Hotel Ideon

Semifinals/Novice Finals 1000 1200 Elite Hotel Ideon

Lunch 1200 1300 Elite Hotel Ideon

Grandfinals and Awarding 1300 1600 Elite Hotel Ideon

Check Out of Hotel 1800 Elite Hotel Ideon

City tours 1700 Lundagård (you need to pre-
arrange

Draw 1830 1845 Crafoordsalen, EC1

Round 1 1845 2015 EC1

St. Lucia Fika 2015 2030 EC1

8 December 2013, Sunday



Food, Drinks, Socials and Finances

You need to buy your own meals on Friday,  your lunch on Saturday and you 
dinner on Sunday (if you are staying that long). The map below show some 
restaurants in the areas nearby to the hotel and the debate venue which are 
highlighted in a green box. 

Also, ICA, the one in the blue box is a supermarket that sells some ready-made 
warm food will be a reliable choice for cheap and quick food.Most places take 
a debit/credit card but generally, falafel places take cash. There are some ATMs 
in the hotel and near the debate venue.

Attire for the Sittning will be cocktail or formal. Bring your change of clothes 
on Saturday with you to the debating venue because we are going straight 
from debating to the Sittning (Ekonomicentrum to AF Borgen). 

Source: https://www.maxlab.lu.se/sites/default/files/Map.pdf

Internet

There will be internet at Elite Hotel Ideon should you need to connect to 
the internet. However you must able to have an eduroam account to be 
able to access the internet within the premises of the university.

You can contact your own university’s I.T. department to see if your university 
is linked to the Eduroam network.

Getting Around

Check out and Crash info
Check out time on Dec 8, Sunday is at 1800. Crash after the tournament is 
availabl but limited so you have to let us know ahead of the tournament. 

Going back to Lund C. 

TRICKY because you cannot pay cash or card on the bus. Three options 
for purchasing tickets from Lund Ideon stop to Lund C. 
Option 1: Download the Skånetrafiken app available in the iTunes Store 
and Google Play for smartphones and needs a credit card for online 
payment.

Option 2: We will arrange for tickets but you must sign up for this and 
pay us in cash on Saturday, Dec 7 at the latest.  

Option 3: Buy a jojo card, top it up with 200 sek. Each bus journey costs 
17 sek (one way, valid for 30 min). This is a good option only if you plan 
on exploring Lund by bus. For the purposes of the tournament, most of 
our venues are by walking distance so we do not anticipate using the 
buses except for Lund C to Hotel Ideon and Hotel Ideon to Lund C. 



Adjudication Team

Co-CA Harish Natarajan
WUDC 2014 CA

DCA Milan Vignjevic
Zagreb EUDC 2014 CA

Convenor 
Wissam Chalabi

Co-CA Emilia Carlqvist
Manchester EUDC 2013 
ESL Champion

DCA Michael Barton
Manchester EUDC 2013 
2nd Best Speaker


